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ABSTRACT: Ocean heat storage due to local addition of heat (‘‘added’’) and due to changes in heat transport (‘‘redistributed’’)

were quantified in ocean-only 2xCO2 simulations. While added heat storage dominates globally, redistribution makes important

regional contributions, especially in the tropics. Heat redistribution is dominated by circulation changes, summarized by the

super-residual transport, with only minor effects from changes in vertical mixing. While previous studies emphasized the con-

tribution of redistribution feedback at high latitudes, this study shows that redistribution of heat also accounts for 65% of heat

storage at low latitudes and 25% in the midlatitude (358–508S) Southern Ocean. Tropical warming results from the interplay

between increased stratification and equatorward heat transport by the subtropical gyres, which redistributes heat from the

subtropics to lower latitudes. The Atlantic pattern is remarkably distinct from other basins, resulting in larger basin-average heat

storage. Added heat storage is evenly distributed throughout midlatitude Southern Ocean and dominates the total storage.

However, redistribution stores heat north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current in the Atlantic and Indian sectors, having an

important contribution to the peak of heat storage at 458S. Southern Ocean redistribution results from intensified heat conver-

gence in the subtropical front and reduced stratification in response to surface heat, freshwater, and momentum flux perturba-

tions. These results highlight that the distribution of ocean heat storage reflects both passive uptake of heat and active redistri-

bution of heat by changes in ocean circulation processes. The redistributed heat transportmust therefore be better understood for

accurate projection of changes in ocean heat uptake efficiency, ocean heat storage, and thermosteric sea level.

KEYWORDS: Ocean circulation; Ocean dynamics; Climate change; Climate sensitivity; Global transport modeling; Ocean

models

1. Introduction
The ocean plays a central role in the climate system by ab-

sorbing 93% of the extra heat from anthropogenic emissions

(Rhein et al. 2013) and mitigating surface warming (Stocker

2013). The observed multidecadal increase in global ocean

heat content (OHC) (Domingues et al. 2008; Meyssignac et al.

2019), however, contributes to global mean sea level rise

through thermal expansion (Cazenave et al. 2018). Both ocean

warming and sea level rise are projected to continue increasing

(Church et al. 2013; Oppenheimer et al. 2019).

In early conceptual studies, anthropogenic ocean heat storage

(OHS)was considered to be solely a passive process by a time-mean

circulation, along isopycnal ventilation pathways (Church et al. 1991;

Jackett et al. 2000).More recent studieshighlight the importance

of changing ocean circulation processes—the redistribution

component—to global OHS and its spatial pattern (e.g., Banks

and Gregory 2006; Xie and Vallis 2012; Garuba and Klinger

2016). Heat redistribution has been mostly attributed to

changes in convection and isopycnal mixing at high latitudes

(e.g., Gregory 2000). In an idealized Atlantic basin, Xie and

Vallis (2012) demonstrated that heat redistribution increases

the depth and efficiency of heat uptake, where slowdown of

the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC)

causes a colder surface temperature, and results in a redistri-

bution feedback that enhances the positive heat flux anomaly

into the ocean. In a CO2 quadrupling experiment, the redistri-

bution feedback explained 25% of the global OHS (Garuba and

Klinger 2016), via a large contribution from the Atlantic due to

AMOC slowdown (Xie and Vallis 2012) but also through

changes in the wind-driven circulation (Garuba and Klinger

2018; H. Chen et al. 2019). Garuba and Klinger (2016) showed

that changes in interbasin exchanges, via the Indonesian

Throughflow and Southern Ocean, modulate heat uptake effi-

ciency, and therefore global OHS and its spatial pattern.

We investigate the role of heat redistribution in OHS under

idealized 2xCO2 experiments, following the Flux-Anomaly-
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Forced Model Intercomparison Project (FAFMIP) protocol

(Gregory et al. 2016). FAFMIP is part of phase 6 of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) (Eyring et al. 2016), and

sensitivity experiments from participatingmodel centers are forced

by the same surface perturbation fluxes. Our model simulations

highlight three regions where heat redistribution is important: the

subpolar North Atlantic, the tropics, and the midlatitude Southern

Ocean. Because the latter two regions have received much less

attention than the AMOC weakening in the Atlantic (Banks and

Gregory 2006; Xie and Vallis 2012; Winton et al. 2013; Marshall

et al. 2015; Garuba and Klinger 2016; Gregory et al. 2016), we

further explore their OHSmechanisms. In both the tropics and the

midlatitude Southern Ocean, some studies have suggested that the

passive component is dominant (Banks andGregory 2006; Xie and

Vallis 2012; Armour et al. 2016; Morrison et al. 2016). Our ana-

lyses, however, support the findings of Garuba et al. (2018) and

H. Chen et al. (2019), demonstrating that heat redistribution due

to changing ocean circulation processes plays a dominant role in

tropical heat storage and influences the pattern of midlatitude

Southern Ocean heat storage.

Details of the model setup, surface forcing, and perturbed

experiments are found in section 2. RegionalOHS and process-

based analyses are presented in section 3. The connections

between redistributed OHS and changes in heat transport,

ocean circulation, and stratification are explored in section 4.

Implications and caveats of these results are discussed in

section 5 and conclusions are summarized in section 6.

2. Methods
Our perturbed experiments were performed using an ocean

general circulation model (OGCM), the ocean–sea ice model

from the Australian Community Climate and Earth System

Simulator (ACCESS-OM2; Kiss et al. 2020), with a nominal 18
horizontal resolution. ACCESS-OM2 was initially spun up for 1000

years, under a climatological atmospheric state obtained from the

JRA55-do repeated year (1984–85) forcing (Tsujino et al. 2018;

Stewart et al. 2020), using bulk formulas to compute the turbulent

heat fluxes, as inDias et al. (2020). The 80-yr perturbed experiments

were branched off from the spinup in year 1001. Except for the use

of a prescribed salt flux from sea surface salinity (SSS) restoring, as

explained below, in both control and perturbed runs, ourACCESS-

OM2 configuration is the same as in Dias et al.

Surface perturbation fluxes representative of a 2xCO2 sce-

nario, as proposed for fully coupled climate (AOGCM)models

in FAFMIP (Gregory et al. 2016), were added to the JRA55-do

forcing to obtain a total of five perturbed runs: three single-

forcing experiments (faf-heat, faf-water, and faf-stress) for

heat, freshwater, and momentum (wind stress) perturbations

respectively; an experiment combining all of them (faf-all);

and a passive heat (faf-passiveheat) experiment. The latter

uses the same perturbation as faf-heat but applied only to a

passive tracer (added heat), whereas the ocean circulation is

the same as in the control run. Perturbed results are presented

as anomalies relative to the control run (at each time step) to

remove model drift (Sen Gupta et al. 2013). FAFMIP surface

flux anomalies were computed from a 13-member CMIP5 en-

semble at years 61–80 of a 1pctCO2 scenario, where 2xCO2

was achieved around year 70 (Fig. 1). The main features of the

flux perturbations are the strengthening and southward dis-

placement of the westerly winds (faf-stress; Fig. 1a), strong

positive heat flux anomalies in the Southern Ocean and in the

North Atlantic subpolar region (faf-heat; Fig. 1b), and an

FIG. 1. Annual averaged FAFMIP perturbations of (a) momentum (1023 Pa), (b) heat (Wm22), and (c) freshwater

fluxes (1026 kgm22 s21). The global mean heat/freshwater input is show in the top-left corner for (b) and (c).
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intensification of the water cycle (precipitation minus evapo-

ration) in faf-water (Fig. 1c).

As the surface freshwater (or salt) fluxes would be con-

strained by SSS restoring in the freshwater experiment, we

changedACCESS-OM2’s configuration (60-day restoring time

scale over the top layer with a nominal 10-m thickness) to a flux

form. SSS restoring in OGCMs avoids unintended salinity drift

(Danabasoglu et al. 2014). Although not the dominant term of

the surface freshwater/salt budget in ACCESS-OM2 (Dias

et al. 2020), restoring makes a significant contribution in re-

gions of large SSS biases, such as in western boundary currents

(WBCs) and along the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC).

For implementation of the flux form, the spinup was extended

to year 1080, saving the surface salt fluxes from SSS restoring

every 6 h. A new control run was simulated for years 1001–80

with SSS restoring deactivated but prescribing the saved salt

fluxes. In this way, we avoided spurious drifts (AMOC trans-

port at 26.58N decreases by only 2 Sv (1 Sv[ 106m3 s21) during

the 80-yr simulation) while maintaining a similar state to the

spinup experiment.

a. Added and redistributed heat
Decomposition of ocean temperature into added and redis-

tributed components has been done using different approaches

(Banks and Gregory 2006; Xie and Vallis 2012; Winton et al.

2013; Marshall et al. 2015; Garuba et al. 2018). We follow

the FAFMIP protocol, with two passive heat tracers (which do

not affect density), added and redistributed, implemented in

ACCESS-OM2 using the method B described in Bouttes and

Gregory (2014) and Gregory et al. (2016). The added heat TA is

initialized as zero and is only affected by the heat flux perturbation

F (Fig. 1b). The redistributed heat TR is initialized from the prog-

nostic temperature up and is not affected by F, but instead is only

forcedby thenet surfaceheat fluxQ.A schematic of the surfaceflux

treatment is presented in Gregory et al. (2016, their Fig. 3).

An important aspect of method B is that TR provides the

sea surface temperature (SST) for air–sea flux calculations;

therefore, as the ocean circulation and SST evolve (TR and TA

are transported by the same perturbed processes Fp as up; see

below), the (climatological) surface heat flux in the perturbed

experimentQp differs from the controlQc. Hence, even though

ACCESS-OM2 does not allow atmospheric feedbacks (con-

strained to the JRA55-do state), the turbulent fluxes are ob-

tained via bulk formulas and an ocean-driven surface heat flux

feedback occurs due to changes in the redistributed heat, re-

ferred to as a redistribution feedback (Garuba and Klinger

2016). In this case, TR is not purely redistribution, having a

nonzero globally integrated anomaly because it includes the

redistribution feedback.

The FAFMIP heat flux perturbation F also includes part of

the redistribution feedback from CMIP5 models, the source of

the anomalous fluxes. This occurs because the multimodel

perturbed fluxes were obtained as an anomaly from the mean

state where the ocean redistribution (and the feedback) have

changed systematically (e.g., at year 70, the AMOC slowdown

is substantial). This effect is separated from the redistribution

feedback resulting from TR changes in our individual model

DQ (presented in Figs. 3c–f). So, it is correct to assume that the

redistribution feedback has a component in TA (originating

from CMIP5 models) and a component in TR due to changes in

ocean processes in ACCESS-OM2.

The treatment for the surface fluxes (Table 1) and tracers

(Table 2) are detailed below. Considering the mean surface

heat flux anomaly between control Qc and perturbed Qp ex-

periments (Gregory et al. 2016), the total surface heat flux

perturbation Q1 in the faf-heat and faf-all experiments is

given by

Q
1
5 hQ

p
i1F2 hQ

c
i5 hDQi1F , (1)

where the angle brackets (hi) indicate a time mean and DQ 5
Qp 2 Qc. Note that DQ will differ among OCGMs and

AOGCMs due to active atmospheric changes in the latter [cf.

Fig. 3f herein and Fig. 2d in Gregory et al. (2016)]. Using

FAFMIP experiments from both AOCGMs and OGCMs,

Todd et al. (2020) reported that atmospheric feedback is im-

portant in the North Atlantic, where cooling from TR at high

latitudes enhances the prescribed surface heat flux perturba-

tion and causes 10% additional AMOC weakening, while be-

ing negligible in the SouthernOcean. The surface heat fluxes in

faf-stress and faf-water are only affected by the redistribution

feedback DQ.

The prognostic (conservative) temperature in our perturbed

experiments up is affected by both Qp and F, as defined by

›u
p

›t
5Q

p
1F1F

p
(u

p
), (2)

where Fp represents processes of heat transport in the per-

turbed state, including circulation, diffusion, eddies, vertical

mixing, and so on [see Eq. (5)]. The prognostic temperature

affects the ocean density and consequently changes the ocean

circulation and ocean heat transport. As the redistributed heat

(TR) is initiated from uc at year 1001, we can define TR 5 uc 1
DTR. Here, TR is not affected by the heat flux perturbation F

TABLE 1. Summary of surface heat flux treatment.

Quantity Description Experiment

Qc Net surface heat flux Control

Qp Net surface heat flux FAFMIP

F FAFMIP surface heat flux perturbation faf-heat/faf-all

DQ 5 Qp 2 Qc Ocean-driven surface feedback FAFMIP

Q1 5 DQ 1 F Total surface heat flux perturbation faf-heat/faf-all
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and only affects the ocean density indirectly, via the ocean-

driven surface feedback, so the tracer equation is defined by

›T
R

›t
5Q

p
1F

p
(T

R
): (3)

The added heat tracerTA reveals where the extra heat from the

heat flux perturbation F is stored in the ocean. This tracer is

initialized as zero and evolves with the same convergence

fluxes as up, as defined by

›T
A

›t
5F1F

p
(T

A
): (4)

The concept of passive warming represents the additional

heat transported by the time-mean ocean circulation via the

ventilation pathways of water mass formation (Church et al.

1991). The term TA accounts for the perturbed heat conver-

gences Fp and therefore can differ from a passive tracer trans-

ported by the climatological (nonperturbed) state (Gregory

et al. 2016). Results from faf-passiveheat (not shown), where TA

is transported by the control heat convergence fluxes Fc, show

that the added heat is considerably stronger in the North

Atlantic than in faf-heat or faf-all due to AMOC slowdown, but

similar in other regions.

b. Ocean heat budget
To investigate further the relationship of OHS with physical

processes of ocean heat transport (OHT), we included diag-

nostics for resolved and sub-gridscale processes contributing to

OHT for all tracers (u, TR, and TA). The heat fluxes F arise

from the resolved advection (ADV) and several other pa-

rameterized terms. Given ACCESS-OM2’s coarse resolution,

the advection only represents the large-scale circulation, and

processes such as eddy advection and isoneutral diffusion are

parameterized through eddy-induced transport (EIT):

F5ADV1DIA1KPP1 SWP1EIT

1SUB1CON1PME1RIV1FRZ: (5)

While the diagnostics are similar to those detailed in Dias

et al. (2020), here we treat the surface heat fluxes separately

from the OHT processes, so F differs from F in Dias et al.

Except for ADV, all the other processes in Eq. (5) are

parameterized: DIA is the dianeutral diffusion, including

background diffusivities and diffusivities enhanced by param-

eterizations (such as the local component of K-profile param-

eterization and the tidal mixing scheme); KPP is specifically the

nonlocal component of K-profile parameterization (Large

et al. 1994); SWP is the shortwave penetration through the

water column; EIT includes both eddy advection (Gent et al.

1995) and isoneutral diffusion (Redi 1982; Griffies et al. 1998)

parameterizations; SUB is the restratification effect from

submesoscale eddies (Fox-Kemper et al. 2011); CON is the

convective instabilities (Klinger et al. 1996) but also includes

contributions from the downslope mixing and sigma diffusion

(Snow et al. 2015) schemes that helps to transport dense water

downward along lateral boundaries; PME is the heat flux from

precipitation minus evaporation mass flux; RIV is the heat flux

associated with river runoff; and FRZ is the heat flux associ-

ated with frazil ice formation.

c. Super-residual framework
Past studies of global vertical heat transport under a steady

state indicated a balance between downward heat transport

due to large-scale advection (ADV) and upward heat trans-

port due to eddy-induced processes (EIT) (Gregory 2000;

Gnanadesikan et al. 2005; Wolfe et al. 2008; Hieronymus and

Nycander 2013; Exarchou et al. 2015; Griffies et al. 2015),

where both advective and diffusive components of the EIT

have similar effects (Kuhlbrodt et al. 2015; Dias et al. 2020). As

definitions of advective and diffusive processes vary among

models and generally depend on the horizontal grid scale that

models can resolve, a consistent framework is required for

model intercomparisons, such as the ‘‘super-residual’’ trans-

port (SRT)—the superposition of ADV and EIT—first pro-

posed by Kuhlbrodt et al. (2015). For example, for comparing

the range of ‘‘eddy-permitting’’ models, which sometimes pa-

rameterize eddy (isoneutral) diffusion (Megann et al. 2014;

Kuhlbrodt et al. 2015) and sometimes rely on it being resolved

by the advection scheme (Wolfe et al. 2008; Morrison et al.

2013; Griffies et al. 2015).

Dias et al. (2020) investigated the SRT role in the quasi-

steady state of the ACCESS-OM2. In the global integral, they

found that while ADV and EIT transport heat downward and

upward respectively, the SRT revealed two depth-regimes with

opposite contributions (their Fig. 13). In the regime of deep

TABLE 2. Summary of heat tracers treatment.

Tracer Tracer equation Description Experiment

uc ›uc
›t

5Qc 1Fc(uc)
Conservative temperature Control

up ›up
›t

5Qp 1F1Fp(up)
Conservative temperature faf-heat/faf-all

TR ›TR

›t
5Qp 1Fp(TR)

Redistributed heat faf-heat/faf-all

TA ›TA

›t
5F1Fp(TA)

Added heat faf-heat/faf-all

TA ›TA

›t
5F1Fc(TA)

Added heat faf-passiveheat
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mixed layers, SRT transports heat downward and counterbal-

ances upward heat transport associated with subsurface cool-

ing fromCON, SUB, and nonlocal KPP processes, as a result of

surface heat loss, particularly frommid- to high latitudes. In the

ocean interior regime, the SRT recirculates recently formed

cold, dense waters (bottom, deep, intermediate, and mode

waters)—that is, transports heat upward—which is balanced by

downward transport due to small-scale mixing from DIA with

adjacent waters.

3. Global and regional ocean heat and storage
The spatial pattern of depth-integrated OHC anomalies in

faf-all (Fig. 2a) shows warming everywhere, except in the

Southern Ocean south of 608S, where heat is lost to the at-

mosphere—a result of the increased Antarctic Bottom Water

formation in response to changes in the westerlies (Gregory

et al. 2016, Fig. 9a). The Atlantic gains more heat (per unit

volume) than the Pacific and Indian basins. The North Atlantic

has a strong passive warming pattern with a contribution from

redistribution along the Gulf Stream path (Figs. 2b,c), associ-

ated with AMOC weakening (from 14–15 to 3–4 Sv by the end

of 80 years; not shown). The South Atlantic has a remarkable

redistributed pattern, adding to the Atlantic basin-average

warming. Overall, three redistribution features (Table 3) are

noteworthy: 1)OHS along the tropics in all basins (208S–208N);

2) OHS along the Subtropical Front (STF) in the midlatitude

Southern Ocean (358–508S), especially in the Atlantic and

Indian sectors; and 3) OHS at subpolar North Atlantic. Since

the AMOC slowdown has been extensively investigated (e.g.,

Xie andVallis 2012; Garuba andKlinger 2016), belowwe focus

on the drivers and mechanisms for redistributed OHS in cases

1 and 2.

a. Changes in surface heat fluxes
OHC changes occur in response to perturbations in the net

surface heat flux Q1; Q1 can be divided into a passive contri-

bution F and a surface heat flux feedback driven by changes in

the ocean circulation DQ [Eq. (1)]. The partitioning of the

temperature field into added and redistributed heat tracers

allows the changes in ocean circulation to affect the SST and

regulates the surface heat fluxes via redistributed heat. A

comparison of the net surface heat flux in the control and

perturbed experiments (Qc andQ1; Figs. 3a,b) reveals that the

surface heat gain at low latitudes is largely reduced, especially

in the eastern tropical regions of the Pacific and Atlantic [see

Fig. 3d herein and Gregory et al. (2016), their Fig. 2d]. This

feature was shown to be a coupled response to tropical

warming, in which changes in ocean circulation increase the

SST and induce cooling surface fluxes (Garuba et al. 2018, their

Figs. 2j,k).

The difference in the net surface heat flux between the

control and faf-all experiments also shows an increase in sur-

face heat loss along the ACC path, particularly in the Atlantic

and Indian sectors (Fig. 3d). Under the control state, surface

heat loss occurs both in the WBCs and in the STF along the

northern flank of the ACC (Fig. 3a), south of 308S (white for

control and gray for faf-all contours in Fig. 2b). Changes in the

ACC due to FAFMIP perturbations include a poleward dis-

placement of the STF largely due to wind stress changes, es-

pecially in the Atlantic and Indian sectors (Figs. 3c,d, and

section 4). The tropics is dominated by redistribution (65%)

and themidlatitude SouthernOcean has significant passive and

redistributed contributions, the latter being stronger in the

Atlantic and the Indian Ocean (Figs. 1b and 3b,d).

The subpolar North Atlantic exhibits a large decrease in

surface heat loss (Fig. 3b). First, the FAFMIP heat perturba-

tion F induces strongly positive anomalies (Fig. 1b), which

means reduction of surface heat loss, essential to formation of

denser deep waters. As in previous studies, a weaker AMOC

causes cooler SST that enhances the positive heat flux anomaly

FIG. 2. Time-mean (years 61–80), full depth vertically integrated

(a) ocean heat content anomaly, (b) added heat content anomaly,

and (c) redistributed heat content anomaly (GJ), for the faf-all

experiment. The subtropical front in the Southern Ocean is char-

acterized by the 118C isotherm at 150m (white dashed line is for the

control run, gray dashed line is for faf-all) in (b), as defined by

Nagata et al. (1988).

TABLE 3. Relative contribution of added and redistributed heat to

depth-integrated ocean heat storage.

Subregion Added Redistributed

Global 67% 33%

Tropics (208S–208N) 35% 65%

Southern Ocean (358–508S) 75% 25%
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by nearly doubling it (Gregory et al. 2016; Garuba and Klinger

2016), allowing more heat to enter the ocean along with deeper

penetration (Xie and Vallis 2012). This effect arises via con-

tributions from faf-all, faf-heat, and faf-water (Figs. 3d–f), all

where AMOC weakens (not shown).

While only the FAFMIP heat perturbation contributes to F, the

redistributed surface feedback DQ is caused by changes in ocean

circulation that can result from changes in surface heat, freshwater,

and/or momentum fluxes. The DQ values for the individual ex-

periments (faf-stress, faf-water, and faf-heat) are presented in

Figs. 3c, 3e, and 3f. The reduced heat gain at low latitudes (158S–
58N) is caused by heat redistribution due to surface heat and

freshwater flux anomalies. In themidlatitude SouthernOcean (358–
508S), all three individual experiments contribute significantly to the

redistributed heat flux. In the next section, we explore the con-

nection between changes in the surface heat fluxes and in OHT

processes, which will ultimately drive OHS.

b. Changes in ocean heat transport
To investigate how OHT is affected under the 2xCO2 sce-

nario, we first show results for the quasi-steady state (control

run) using the SRT framework (section 2c). The depth of the

mixed layer regime varies regionally but can reach 700m in the

midlatitude Southern Ocean and 2000m in the subpolar North

Atlantic. Dias et al. (2020) suggested that for the depth-

integrated budget, from the surface to the bottom of the

mixed layer, the net surface heat flux is balanced by the SRT

(Fig. 4a), obscuring the effects from mixed layer physics (KPP,

SUB, CON) that effectively propagate the surface fluxes

downward into the water column. Due to the vertical redis-

tribution of these mixed layer processes, the opposite contri-

butions at the uppermost layer and at subsurface cancel each

other when integrated vertically (Tamsitt et al. 2016). For ex-

ample, cooling throughout the mixed layer by the nonlocal

KPP shows a warming effect in the surface layer and a cooling

effect from subsurface to the bottom of the mixed layer. As

CON, KPP, and SUB are locally counterbalanced by SRT

within deep mixed layers, the associated depth-integrated

budget (down to 2000m to include the effect of the North

Atlantic) is approximated by

Q’SRT, (6)

assuming a steady state in the control experiment (i.e., negli-

gible heat tendency), as shown in Fig. 4a. This approximation

also holds for all perturbed experiments and tracers (up, TR,

TA; Figs. 4b–d), despite some imbalance from the residual

between the net surface heat flux and SRT, manifested in the

heat tendencies due to passive and redistributed warming:

NET(u
p
)’DQ1F2 SRT(u

p
), (7)

NET(T
R
)’DQ2SRT(T

R
), (8)

NET(T
A
)’F2SRT(T

A
): (9)

FIG. 3. Timemean (years 61–80) of the surface heat fluxes (Wm22): (a) net surface heat flux in the control runQc;

(b) total surface heat flux anomaly in faf-all Q1; (c) redistributed surface heat flux feedback DQ in faf-stress;

(d) redistributed surface heat flux feedback DQ in faf-all; (e) redistributed surface heat flux feedback DQ in faf-

water; and (f) redistributed surface heat flux feedbackDQ in faf-heat. The globalmean heat input is show in the top-

left corner for each field.
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The net added heat tendency (Fig. 5a), integrated from 10 to

2000m, shows that heat is stored at midlatitudes of both

hemispheres (208–608), at high latitudes of the North Atlantic,

and in the Arctic. Mixed layer processes (KPP, SUB, CON) and

DIA propagate the surface heat flux perturbation F downward

within deep mixed layer regions (cf. Fig. 1b and Figs. 5b,c). Part

of this heat is stored locally and part recirculates into the sub-

tropical gyres via SRT (Fig. 5d). The zonal structure (Fig. 6)

reveals that subsurface warming due to mixed layer and DIA

processes only occur at deep mixed layers (Figs. 6c,f,i), while

anomalies associated with SRT (Figs. 6b,e,h) propagate down

and equatorward along the subduction pathways (heat tenden-

cies following isopycnals in Figs. 6a,d,g).

Changes in OHT due to redistribution above 2000m are

shown in Fig. 7. Most of the changes at low latitudes, sub-

tropical gyres, and within the midlatitude Southern Ocean are

explained by SRT changes, suggesting that the redistributed

OHS is driven primarily by changes in ocean circulation

(large and mesoscale) rather than changes in vertical mixing.

Redistribution causes cooling at subtropical gyres and warm-

ing at tropical latitudes. Heat is transported equatorward via

EBCs (e.g., the Canary and Benguela Currents) to equatorial

currents (North and South Equatorial Currents) and stored at

those tropical latitudes (see section 4), resulting in warmer

SSTs and inducing a cooling feedback in the air–sea heat flux

(Fig. 3d). Along the ACC, changes in the STF position and

current transport drive heat redistribution, particularly in the

Atlantic and Indian sectors (Fig. 2c).

The North Atlantic has a similar pattern of changes to other

subtropical gyres, although substantially stronger, probably due to

subpolar changes arising from the AMOC slowdown. In contrast,

the SouthAtlantic subtropical gyre shows heat gain rather than loss

due to redistribution, associated with a rearrangement of the basin

circulation (Fig. 7d), as explained in section 4. The WBC of

the South Atlantic, the Brazil Current, becomes stronger

(Pontes et al. 2016) and transports more heat poleward. Its

northern counterparts, the North Brazil and Guiana Currents,

largely weaken though (section 4). Part of this heat reenters the

South Atlantic basin through gyre circulation via the EBC (and

is further carried out to the tropics), and the other part converges

at STF to be advected eastward by the ACC, contributing to the

OHS in the midlatitude Southern Ocean (Figs. 7a,d). As the

ACCaccelerates and shifts poleward (Figs. 3a,d), the SRTdrives

redistributed OHS along the STF, explaining 25% of the mid-

latitude Southern Ocean warming band (e.g., Kuhlbrodt and

Gregory 2012).

The zonally integrated structure of the redistributed heat

budget reveals further details of the mechanisms that lead to

redistributed OHS (Fig. 8). Between 1000 and 2000m, redis-

tributed OHS arises from the strong reduction of North

Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formation (positive anomalies

in Fig. 8f), associated with AMOC weakening in response to

FIG. 4. Time-mean (years 61–80), zonally and vertically integrated (from surface to 2000m) heat budget (Wm22)

for (a) the control run (conservative temperature u;Q5Qc), (b) faf-all (conservative temperature u;Q5DQ1 F,

where DQ5Qp 2Qc), (c) faf-all (redistributive temperature TR;Q5DQ), and (d) faf-all (added temperature TA;

Q 5 F). Note that the x axis varies between panels, given the heat fluxes in the control run are larger than the

anomalies in faf-all experiment.
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decreasing surface heat loss (Banks and Gregory 2006).

Reduction of dense water formation causes warming below

1000m (Fig. 8d). Above 1000m, changes include heat loss in

the subtropical gyres (208–408, except in the South Atlantic)

and heat gain in the tropics (208S–208N) due to redistribution

(Figs. 8a,d,g), in contrastwith thepassivewarming in the subtropical

gyres (Figs. 6a,d,g). Isopycnals sink at tropical and subtropical lat-

itudes, indicating expansion in the volume of subtropical (24.6 ,
su , 26.6kgm3) and subpolar (26.6 , su , 27.0 kg m3) mode

waters—an overall lightening of the upper ocean.

4. Ocean circulation changes
Below we investigate mechanisms of heat redistribution.

Focusing on the tropics and in themidlatitude SouthernOcean,

we evaluate changes in the SRT and upper-ocean stratification

to understand which changes in ocean circulation drive redis-

tributed OHS. Although these two regions were previously

related to passive heat storage (Banks and Gregory 2006; Xie

and Vallis 2012; Morrison et al. 2016; Armour et al. 2016), both

regions have an important contribution from the redistributed

component due to changes in ocean circulation in this study,

similarly to that found by Garuba and Klinger (2018) and

H. Chen et al. (2019).

Poleward heat transport in both oceans and atmosphere is

essential to maintain the Earth’s energy balance, as radiative

heat is gained at low latitudes and lost at high latitudes (Seidov

2009). The large-scale meridional OHT due to the SRT cir-

culation is shown in Fig. 9a. In the mean state, the poleward

OHT in both hemispheres is generally similar to observations

and reanalyses (Trenberth and Caron 2001; Ganachaud 2003),

although ACCESS-OM2 has weaker transport at low latitudes

than observations (Kiss et al. 2020). In response to FAFMIP

perturbations, the poleward OHT substantially reduces (in-

creases) in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere, governed by

changes in the Atlantic (Fig. 9a). The individual FAFMIP ex-

periments reveal that the faf-heat perturbation dominates the

changes in the meridional OHT (Fig. 9b); faf-stress has a sig-

nificant contribution to the changes in both hemispheres and a

primary role in the changes south of 208S; and the faf-water

perturbation induces negligible changes in poleward OHT.

The response of the ocean circulation is more complex than

the changes in meridional OHT (Fig. 10), mainly because cir-

culation changes vary among subtropical gyres and among

WBCs and EBCs. In general, the SRT heat transport inte-

grated over the upper 1000m increases across equatorial re-

gions, EBCs and ACC, but it has a variable response in WBCs,

dependent on basin. In the North Atlantic, a noticeable

deepening of the shallow isopycnals reflects an increased

upper-ocean stratification due to surface heat input from F

(Figs. 11c,f). OHT weakens at all depths in the North Atlantic

Current (NAC) whereas it strengthens at the surface and

weakens at middepth in the subtropical gyre (Fig. 10). The

depth-integrated SRT heat transport reduces along the Gulf

Stream path but increases along the Canary and North

Equatorial Currents. Changes in the North Atlantic subtropi-

cal gyre and associated OHT reduction (Fig. 9a) suggest that

FIG. 5. Time mean (years 1–80) of the faf-all simulation (Wm23), showing added heat convergence vertically

integrated over 10–2000m for (a) net tendency (NET), (b) dianeutral diffusion (DIA), (c) mixed layer processes

(KPP, SUB, CON), (d) super-residual transport (SRT), (e) eddy-induced transport (EIT), and (f) mean advec-

tion (ADV).
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heatmoving poleward with theGulf Stream/NAC reduces, and

the extra heat, stored passively in the gyres, is transported

equatorward via EBCs and equatorial currents (Fig. 10).

Changes in stratification and circulation agree with recent re-

sults that documented a decoupling between the surface and

subsurface gyre circulation due to increased stratification (G.

Wang et al. 2015; Li et al. 2019). Similar changes, with in-

creased stratification and upper-ocean subtropical gyre accel-

eration (and slowdown in the lower thermocline), are also

observed in the Pacific and the IndianOcean.On the other hand,

the stratification in the tropics largely weakens, where redis-

tributed OHS is striking (Fig. 11c). The intensification of the

equatorial currents at surface and subsurface should transport

extra heat bothwestward and eastward via the complex system

of equatorial currents and countercurrents (Fig. 10).

Changes in the South Atlantic subtropical gyre are distinct

to the changes in other basins. OHT associated with the Brazil

Current intensifies at surface and at depth, contributing to the

poleward OHT in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 9a). In the

South Atlantic, a shift from equatorward OHT in the control

state to poleward OHT in faf-all results from both 1) an in-

tensification of the Brazil Current and 2) a slowdown of the

Deep WBC (which carries cold water poleward at 2500m;

Fig. 10e; e.g., Pontes et al. 2016; Meinen et al. 2017), ultimately

resulting in increased heat convergence at the STF. This effect

is reinforced by the larger heat flux anomalies along the

northern flank of the ACC and translates into a reduction in

stratification along the STF (Figs. 11c,f). Both mechanisms

result in strong redistributed OHC at the STF (358–458S,
Fig. 7). Although the intensification and poleward shift of the

ACC is expected due to wind stress changes, the faf-stress

experiment results in very little redistributed OHS within the

ACC (not shown). Changes between faf-all and faf-heat,

however, suggest that wind stress changes play a key role in

FIG. 6. Time mean (years 1–80) of the faf-all simulation (Wm23), showing added heat convergence zonally integrated per basin for the

(top) Pacific, (middle) Atlantic, and (bottom) Indian Ocean. Shown are (a),(d),(g) net added heat tendency, (b),(e),(h) super-residual

transport (SRT), and (c),(f),(i) mixed layer and dianeutral processes. Green contours are isopycnals separatingmajor watermasses [following

Table 4 in Dias et al. (2020)], for control (dashed) and faf-all (solid) experiments. The color bar is presented in symmetrical logarithmic scale

to highlight the heat convergence anomalies in the ocean interior, which are significantly smaller than those near the surface.
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the spatial pattern of redistributed heat, as also found in

Garuba and Klinger (2018) and H. Chen et al. (2019).

5. Discussion
Ocean heat storage was decomposed into added and redis-

tributed components in 2xCO2 scenarios simulated withACCESS-

OM2, and their relative roles analyzed from a process-based

perspective. Most of the OHS occurs in the top 2000m and north

of 608S. Added heat (Fig. 5a) enters at midlatitudes driven by

Ekman convergence and is passively advected along ventilation

pathways (Figs. 6a,d,g; e.g., Banks and Gregory 2006; Garuba and

Klinger 2016;H. Chen et al. 2019). Redistributed heat is dominated

by circulation changes (Fig. 7a) associated with the super-residual

component, with a minor contribution from changes in vertical

mixing (section 3b). Redistribution is important in three regions: 1)

low latitudes (208S–208N), 2) the midlatitude (358–508S) Southern
Ocean, and 3) the subpolar North Atlantic. As the link between

AMOC slowdown and faster and deeper penetration of OHS due

to redistribution has received a lot of attention (Xie andVallis 2012;

Winton et al. 2013; Garuba and Klinger 2016), we focused on the

mechanisms causing OHS in the tropics and in the midlatitude

Southern Ocean.

The redistributed OHS pattern has important differences

between basins. In theNorthAtlantic, Pacific, and south Indian

Ocean subtropical gyres, redistributed cooling is associated

with SRT changes (Figs. 8b,e,h). Increased gyre stratification

(Fig. 11c) leads to intensified surface heat transport via east-

ern boundary currents (EBCs) and WBCs (Fig. 10b), and

slowdown in the transport of WBCs (Fig. 10d), culminating in

OHS at tropical latitudes. The magnitude of the changes in

ocean heat transport (OHT) varies among gyres and causes a

larger OHS in the Atlantic, followed by the east Pacific, and a

small storage in the Indian Ocean (Figs. 2c and 7a).

Redistribution of heat in the South Atlantic subtropical gyre

is unique compared to other basins. Although reduced upper-

ocean stratification (Figs. 11c,f) is associated with stronger

OHT in the Benguela Current, as seen in other EBCs, the

WBC transport by the Brazil Current increases at both surface

and middepths (Figs. 10a–d). Distinct changes in the South

Atlantic gyre circulation contribute to a larger OHS in the

tropical Atlantic than in the Pacific and Indian, a strong

hemispheric asymmetry, and a larger heat convergence in the

STF. Redistributed heat contributes together with added heat

to OHS across midlatitudes of the SouthernOcean (Figs. 2b,c).

OHS in the tropics arises from circulation changes in the

subtropical gyres, from where intensified EBCs redistribute

heat to zonal equatorial currents. Although some studies sug-

gested that OHS in the shallow tropical thermocline is pre-

dominantly passive (Banks and Gregory 2006; Xie and Vallis

2012), our results highlight the primary role of the redistribu-

tion component, where its feedback causes local surface heat

loss (Garuba et al. 2018; see also Fig. 3d herein). We demon-

strate how the regional OHT is modified in a climate change

scenario and how the super-residual framework (Dias et al.

2020) proved useful to identify changes in water mass forma-

tion (e.g., decrease of dense water formation, resulting in

FIG. 7. Time mean (years 1–80) of the faf-all simulation (Wm23), showing redistributed heat convergence

vertically integrated over 10–2000m for (a) net tendency (NET), (b) dianeutral diffusion plus shortwave pene-

tration (DIA and SWP), (c)mixed layer processes (KPP, SUB, CON), (d) super-residual transport (SRT), (e) eddy-

induced transport (EIT), and (f) mean advection (ADV).
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positive anomalies of vertical processes between 1000 and

2000m; Figs. 8c,f) and the pathways of heat redistribution in

the ocean interior (i.e., heat advected away from mixed layers

by the SRT; Figs. 8b,e). In subtropical and tropical regions, the

SRT dominates the redistribution of heat, being only weakly

offset by vertical mixing processes.

In addition to the distinct response in the South Atlantic, we

note stronger changes in the North Atlantic compared to other

subtropical gyres. The Gulf Stream largely weakened at sub-

surface due to changes in the AMOC, consistent with previous

studies (Yang et al. 2016; C. Chen et al. 2019). Similar studies

that investigated changes in the subtropical gyres under cli-

mate change also emphasized changes in WBCs. All WBCs

(except the Gulf Stream) are expected to intensify and to shift

poleward (Yang et al. 2016, 2020; Qu et al. 2019), with a larger

warming trend over the WBCs than globally (Wu et al. 2012).

G. Wang et al. (2015) suggested that an increase in the

stratification (Luo et al. 2018) strengthens the barrier between

the upper and lower circulation due to the baroclinic nature of

the gyres, and thereby results in acceleration at near surface

and slowdown in the lower thermocline. Subsequently, Li et al.

(2019) showed that the thermal warming effect dominates the

stratification response relative to wind stress changes. Our re-

sults support these findings, and also highlight that both the

Gulf Stream and Brazil Current behave differently from other

WBCs due to the AMOC weakening, and its effect on the

circulation of the subtropical gyres.

The response of EBCs has had less attention than theirWBC

counterparts. EBCs are shallower and weaker thanWBCs, and

most climate change studies have focused on their coastal up-

welling (Demarcq 2009; Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Barton et al.

2013; Sydeman et al. 2014). Some studies suggested that

the surface warming trend in the open ocean is opposite to the

trends nearshore (Santos et al. 2012), and also that the

FIG. 8. Timemean (years 1–80) of the faf-all simulation (Wm23), showing redistributed heat convergence zonally integrated per basins for

the (top) Pacific, (middle)Atlantic, and (bottom) IndianOcean, showing (a),(d),(g) net redistributed heat tendency, (b),(e),(h) super-residual

transport (SRT), and (c),(f),(i) mixed layer and dianeutral processes. Green contours are isopycnals separating major water mass [following

Table 4 inDias et al. (2020)] for control (dashed) and faf-all (solid) experiments. The color bar is presented in symmetrical logarithmic scale to

highlight the heat convergence anomalies in the ocean interior, which are significantly smaller than those near the surface.
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poleward expansion of the Hadley cells would increase up-

welling at the poleward end and decrease it equatorward

(Rykaczewski et al. 2015; D. Wang et al. 2015). However, the

spatiotemporal limitations of observations and superimposed

interannual to multidecadal variability, along with the limited

ability of global climate models to represent well the EBCs,

makes it difficult to project the impacts of climate change on

their upwelling systems (Bakun et al. 2015; García-Reyes

et al. 2015).

While projections indicate increasing global mean stratifi-

cation in the upper 200m (Gruber 2011; Yamaguchi and Suga

2019), trends in EBCs have not been properly evaluated

[although Brochier et al. (2013) found that theHumboldt Current

might stratify under climate change]. In spite of the stratifying

tendency observed over most of the subtropical gyres and global

ocean (Fig. 11c), our results indicate an opposite trend in tropical

regions, specifically in the eastern Pacific and Atlantic basins,

where a reduction of the upper-ocean stratification and a large

redistributed OHS occurs. The asymmetric response of both

stratification and redistributed OHS is likely due to inter-

hemispheric differences in the connection between northern

and southern subtropics and the tropical region, where the

South Atlantic/Pacific gyres have a more direct pathway than

the northern gyres (Strub et al. 2013).

Tropical warming is a robust feature in observed SST pat-

terns (Xie et al. 2010), such as an El Niño–like structure in the

east Pacific (Vecchi and Wittenberg 2010; Luo et al. 2015).

Recent results have emphasized the role of equatorial regions

for the global OHT (Holmes et al. 2019). Garuba et al. (2018)

showed that tropical warming plays an important role in the

redistributed OHS, resulting in heat release to the atmosphere

under a coupled system, and the large efficacy of this mecha-

nism is the main driver of reduced climate sensitivity. The

thermal gradient between the east and west tropical Pacific has

been shown to have a time-dependent response, where the

warming in the east dominates the slow multidecadal changes

(Held et al 2010; Andrews et al. 2015).While high-latitude heat

uptake is partially compensated by heat release at low latitudes

(DQ in Fig. 3d) due to redistribution (Winton et al. 2013), our

results show how redistribution of heat from the subtropical

gyres (where passive warming takes place) to the tropical re-

gions (where redistributed heat storage takes places) develops

through an interplay of changes in wind-driven circulation and

upper-ocean stratification.

The Southern Ocean is a key region for the heat uptake and

storage during the past 15 years (Roemmich et al. 2015; Wijffels

et al. 2016) and in climate change scenarios (Kuhlbrodt and

Gregory 2012). In various studies, passive warming makes an

important contribution to midlatitude Southern Ocean heat

storage (Armour et al. 2016; Gregory et al. 2016; Morrison et al.

2016), where heat uptake around 458–608S results in OHS cen-

tered at 458S (Fig. 4d). Part of the heat is added locally by ver-

tical mixing processes (Figs. 1b and 5b,c), while the SRT stores

heat slightly equatorward, in the northern boundary of the ACC

(Fig. 5d). Our process-based results add new insights on the

processes involved in the pattern of Southern Ocean heat stor-

age in climate change scenarios.

Intensification and southward displacement of the STF

cause substantial redistribution of heat, contributing to mid-

latitude Southern Ocean storage (Fig. 7a). A consistent shift in

the ACC fronts is not clear from observational studies (Shao

et al. 2015; Freeman et al. 2016). CMIP5 models do not have a

clear correlation between meridional shift in winds and in the

ACC (Meijers et al. 2012) but some studies indicate that wind

stress is not the only driver of front position (Graham et al.

2012; De Boer et al. 2013). Changes in westerlies tend to

strengthen the northward Ekman drift and tilt isopycnals

(Lowe and Gregory 2006; Frankcombe et al. 2013; Bouttes and

Gregory 2014; Kuhlbrodt et al. 2015; Marshall et al. 2015;

Saenko et al. 2015), which are partially compensated by eddies

(Böning et al. 2008; Farneti and Delworth 2010; Downes

and Hogg 2013; Farneti et al. 2015). Coarse models, however,

have limited representation of this effect (Griffies et al. 2015).

Our results show a nonnegligible poleward shift of the STF

FIG. 9. Time-mean (years 61–80) meridional heat transport (PW; 1 PW 5 1015W) due to the super-residual

transport (SRT). (a) Global and basins meridional heat transport for the control (continuous line) and faf-all

(dashed) simulation. (b) Global meridional heat transport for control (continuous black line) and FAFMIP ex-

periments: faf-all (black dashed), faf-heat (red dashed), faf-water (blue dashed), and faf-stress (green dashed).
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(Fig. 2b), which contributes to heat redistribution (Fig. 2c).

Strengthening of theBrazil Current also contributes to the larger

heat convergence along the STF (Fig. 10a), and all surface flux

perturbations are important for redistribution (Figs. 3c,e,f).

Our budget analyses reveal that the SRT explains most of the

redistribution of heat, with only a small contribution from vertical

mixing processes. Redistributed heat storage has a significant con-

tribution to the storage in themidlatitude SouthernOcean, although

smaller than passive warming (Fig. 2, Table 3). In contrast with the

earlier assumption that heat storage could be approximated by

passive processes (Church et al. 1991; Jackett et al. 2000), our results

reinforce recent findings on the importance of the redistribution

component (e.g., Banks and Gregory 2006; Xie and Vallis 2012;

Garuba and Klinger 2016; Garuba et al. 2018; H. Chen et al. 2019).

Studies withOGCMs (Armour et al. 2016; Huber and Zanna

2017; Jansen et al. 2018) show similar large-scale heat uptake

patterns under climate change as in AOGCMs (e.g., Gregory

et al. 2016). OGCMs are cheaper to run than AOGCMs and

can use surface–atmospheric forcing products that are contin-

uously updated (Tsujino et al. 2018), thus reducing biases

FIG. 10. Time-mean (years 61–80) faf-all anomaly (Wm23) with respect to the control run, average heat transport

due to SRT: (a) depth-integrated 0–1000m, (b) at surface (k 5 1), (c) at 200m, (d) at 1000m, and (e) at 2500m.
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associated with the atmospheric component of AOGCMs (e.g.,

the position of westerly winds is realistically represented

in JRA55-do). Although the FAFMIP tracer design for

AOGCMs allows a truly coupled atmosphere–ocean-driven

redistribution feedback (Gregory et al. 2016) we can only allow

ocean-driven redistribution feedback in this OGCM study,

represented through bulk formulas. The redistribution feed-

back from AOGCMs makes an important contribution to the

AMOC slowdown, but a comparatively smaller contribution to

circulation changes in other regions (Todd et al. 2020). Nevertheless,

we note similar qualitative changes in total OHC (including both

added and redistributed components) to those shown in recent work

using FAFMIP experimental protocols (Gregory et al. 2016; Todd

et al. 2020).

One caveat associated with OGCMs is the requirement for SSS

restoring (Griffies et al. 2009; Danabasoglu et al. 2014), which af-

fects the surface freshwater fluxes and the sensitivity to freshwater

perturbations. Our experimental design applies a similar approach

to Zika et al. (2018) and Todd et al. (2020) to prescribe air–sea

fluxes, but with an important difference. In the aforementioned

studies, all surface fluxes are prescribed in flux form,while hereonly

fluxes associated with the salinity restoring are prescribed, and

turbulent fluxes are calculated through bulk formulas. Our ap-

proach allows some air–sea feedbacks due to the bulk formulas

(and also longwave radiation) dependence on the ocean state, and

permits the sea ice to evolve in response to ocean changes, relevant

to high-latitude processes (e.g., Pellichero et al. 2018), while the

approach used in Todd et al. (2020) for OGCMs requires an inac-

tive sea icemodel, as ocean–sea ice fluxes are prescribed (A.Blaker

2019, personal communication). Despite the different experimental

design, depth-integrated added and redistributedOHCchanges are

qualitatively similar (Todd et al. 2020, their Figs. 6 and 7; see also

Figs. 2b,c herein).

Model biases in state-of-the-art climate and ocean models can

influence heat uptake and redistribution, which is highly dependent

on the ventilation pathways (e.g., Katavouta et al. 2019). For exam-

ple, limitations in the representation of thermal fronts finer than the

model grid are well-known biases among coarse-resolution models

(Griffies et al. 2009; Bi et al. 2013; Richter 2015). Models tend to

overestimate the winter mixed layer depth in the Southern Ocean

(Downes et al. 2015; Kiss et al. 2020) compared with observations

(Dong et al. 2008; Schmidtko et al. 2013; Buongiorno Nardelli et al.

2017) due to limitations in the surface buoyancy forcing (Sallée et al.
2013) and/or subgrid-scale parameterization (Dufresne et al. 2013;

Wenegrat et al. 2018). As a result, excessive subduction of mode

waters candriveawarmingbiasat around700-mdepth (Griffies et al.

2009; Bi et al. 2013; Dias et al. 2020), although its impact on the

ventilationof heat and carbon is currently unknown (Kiss et al. 2020).

Part of this bias is considered by results when presenting perturbed

anomalies to the mean state. Nevertheless, an extreme response of

the simulatedmixed layerwill likely result in differences fromamore

realistic climate system. We expect high-resolution models to have

smallerwarmingbiases in themean state (Griffies et al. 2015), but the

effect on the relative contribution to added and redistributed

Southern Ocean heat storage is still not clear.

6. Conclusions
This study highlights the importance of ocean heat storage due

to heat redistribution, which primarily results from ocean circu-

lation changes at large scale and mesoscale by the super-residual

FIG. 11. (top)Time-mean (years 61–80) stratification (kgm23) estimated as thedifferencebetweenpotential density at the surface and 300m( [S5
r300m2 rsurface], for (a) control, (b) faf-all, and (c) faf-allminus control. (middle),(bottom)TheBrunt-Väisälä frequency (s21) for a zonal transect in the

Atlantic Ocean (308W) and Pacific Ocean, respectively, for (d),(g) control, (e),(h) faf-all, and (f),(i) faf-all minus control.
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transport (Kuhlbrodt et al. 2015; Dias et al. 2020). Changes in

vertical mixing are secondary. At midlatitudes and in subtropical

gyres, heat is added locally and redistributed to the tropics.

Redistribution of heat accounts for 65% of the tropical warming,

associatedwith increased gyre stratification and equatorward heat

transport, especially via EBCs, causing redistribution (ocean-

driven) feedback (Garuba and Klinger 2016). Heat redistribu-

tion contributes to 25% of the heat storage in the midlatitude

Southern Ocean, driven by increased heat convergence as a result

of the strengthening and poleward shift of the front, in addition to

substantial passive warming in the midlatitude Southern Ocean

(Armour et al. 2016; Morrison et al. 2016; Garuba et al. 2018;

C. Chen et al. 2019). Our findings based on ocean-only simulations

might differ quantitatively from fully coupled models. Further

studies are required to quantify differences, and particularly the

significance of the redistribution feedback to ocean heat storage in

the tropics and Southern Ocean.

These results enhance our understanding of ocean heat up-

take, transport, and storage, and have implications for global

mean and regional sea level changes (Church et al. 2013).

Process-based studies such as carried out in this study and

others (e.g., Palter et al. 2014; Exarchou et al. 2015; Griffies

et al. 2015) are important to refine models and therefore to

reduce spread in sea level projections, which largely depend on

the efficiency with which heat is sequestered by the ocean

(Kuhlbrodt and Gregory 2012). In individual model studies

such as this, we can explore the details of ocean heat transport

and storage at global and regional scales to establish a baseline

for future intermodel comparisons, as process-based diagnos-

tics become available in CMIP6 (Griffies et al. 2016; Gregory

et al. 2016). Earlier sea level estimates (Church et al. 1991;

Jackett et al. 2000) and recent global OHC reconstructions

(Zanna et al. 2019) have consideredoceanheat storage as a passive

process. Our study adds to the growing evidence (Banks and

Gregory 2006; Xie andVallis 2012; Gregory et al. 2016; Garuba and

Klinger 2016, 2018; Garuba et al. 2018; H. Chen et al. 2019) that

redistributionof heatmakes an important contribution tooceanheat

storage over longer multidecadal time scales.
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